Diffusion based MR measurements correlates with age-related changes in human intervertebral disks.
Understanding the association between MR parameters and age related deterioration in human intervertebral disks forms an important step in the development of clinical diagnostic protocols for disk disease. Ten unfixed thoracic and lumbar cadaver disk joints, age 37-81 years were imaged at 9.4 T using T2 relaxation (CPMG) and ADC (DWI spin echo) MR protocols. For each MR parameter, spatial maps were computed from the axial images, with the AF and NP segmented based on the T2 maps. Linear regression tested for the correlation between mean and variance (COV) of T2 and ADC with age in the disk, nucleus and annulus, and the effect of thoracic vs. lumbar spine on these correlations. In the disk, age negatively correlated with mean ADC (P < 0.001) and positively with COV of ADC (P < 0.001) and T2 (P < 0.05). Age was negatively correlated with mean T2 (P < 0.01), mean ADC (P < 0.001) and positively with COV of ADC (P < 0.001) and T2 (P < 0.05) in the NP and positively correlated with mean T2 (P < 0.05), COV of ADC (P < 0.01) and T2 (P < 0.05) and negatively with mean ADC (P < 0.05) in the AF. Compared to thoracic disks, lumbar disks showed higher mean ADC (P < 0.05), lower mean T2 (P < 0.001) and higher COV of ADC (P < 0.01) and T2 (P < 0.05). Compared to T2, MR diffusion was a more sensitive measure of age mediated changes in disk tissues. Strong differences in the association of MR parameters with age between the lumbar and thoracic suggest that mechanical environment effects tissue specific MR parameters' association with age.